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CASA MARTINI
YOUR EVENTS, OUR STYLE

About Us

CASA MARTINI is the ideal reception venue. Located in Pessione di

Chieri (Turin), at Martini & Rossi’s historic premises, it marks the

meeting point between the company’s traditions and future. 

The company has both its roots here and, at the same time, an avant-

garde production facility. A place for the soul, where the values that

inspired founders Alessandro Martini and Luigi Rossi over 150 years

ago are still tangible. But also a real home – comfortable rooms with a

real feeling of hospitality – and the perfect place for events of all 

kinds, tailored to meet all needs.

Our assets

The key feature of CASA MARTINI is versatility.

The one location brings a number of distinct but complementary areas

together: culture (represented by the Museum of Wine History and the

Mondo Martini Gallery), runs side by side with training 

(the Bar Academy, the Botanical Room and Old Laboratory),

hospitality (Terrazza Martini and Lounge Bar), and leisure shopping at

the Martini Store.

Our offering

CASA MARTINI’s exceptional setting is ideal for private events,

conference meetings (business meetings, team building sessions,

training courses), cultural events (conferences, charity initiatives,

presentations), and social occasions. 

There are things best experienced rather than described: the attention

to every detail in the Martini style is embodied in everyone involved at

the CASA MARTINI and this makes each encounter a unique

experience. In a word, Martini.

For information and estimates: 011.94191 / casamartini@bacardi.com
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WELCOME TO MARTINI
CASA MARTINI’S 8 ROOMS

CASA MARTINI
1. TERRAZZA MARTINI

2. LOUNGE BAR

3. BAR ACADEMY

4. BOTANICAL ROOM

5. OLD LABORATORY

6. MONDO MARTINI

7. MARTINI WINE HISTORY 

MUSEUM

8. MARTINI STORE

CASA MARTINI is divided into eight areas. Each has its own separate

function, but they all form part of one unifying concept – expressing

and spreading the knowledge and business culture of Martini & Rossi.

The modular design is an invitation to understand and experience 

all aspects of wine-making and the art of mixology – cultural, 

artisanal and technical. 

The range of different areas and activities ensures the flexibility

needed to organize programmes tailored to satisfy any requirement

our guests might have.
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● MARTINI & ROSSI PESSIONE  
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1. TERRAZZA MARTINI
Three large rooms, classical in design but rich in family

hospitality. This is the CASA MARTINI Terrazza.

Equipped with the latest multimedia equipment and

Wi-Fi, the Conference Room is for hosting business

meetings in a totally unique setting. 

Each elegantly-appointed room is designed so that

guests can have a relaxing break or a light lunch. 

The comfortable armchairs and sofas of the Sala

Camino (Fireplace Room) enhance any group 

work session in surroundings of distinction.

SPECIFICATIONS
AREA: 300 sq m

MAXIMUM CAPACITY: 180 PEOPLE
MEETING ROOM: 120 SEATS IN ROWS

SEATED DINNER or BUFFET 
FREE WI-FI
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2. LOUNGE BAR
The very best in the tradition of the mixed drink 

is celebrated in the Lounge Bar. 

Thanks to CASA MARTINI’s professional mixologists,

this is the ideal place for an elegant aperitif, but it is

also set up for cocktail tastings and courses for

medium-sized groups. 

Enjoy a skillfully prepared aperitif using the ingredients

of a prestigious brand that has written the history of

Italian style.

SPECIFICATIONS
AREA: 55 sq m
SEATING: 20

GO PRO and 3 FLAT SCREENS
FREE WI-FI
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3. BAR ACADEMY
The Martini Bar Academy offers mixology courses on

the preparation of cocktails and the "Perfect Serve".

Led by our Ambassadors and Bartenders, guests

prepare some of the most famous Martini cocktails in

history. The "Make Your Own Vermouth" programme

offers an in-depth look at this aspect of Piedmont’s

cultural heritage, and provides an introduction to the

preparation and use of extracts and distillates. 

Enjoy playing with a range of aromatic notes to create

the flavours and balance of your very own Vermouth.

SPECIFICATIONS
AREA: 100 sq m

4O MASTERCLASS STATIONS
FLAT SCREEN with AIR PLAY

FREE WI-FI
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4. BOTANICAL ROOM
Two areas (Presentation and Tasting) make up the

Botanical Room, where you actually handle the basic

ingredients of Vermouth and Sparkling Wines –

aromatic plants, flowers, fruits, bark and roots. 

Guests discover the different stages in the preparation

of the extracts and are invited to touch and smell some

of the main ingredients that for 150 years have formed

part of Luigi Rossi’s ancient recipe. The long central

table makes the Tasting Area the perfect place for

more in-depth instruction and food pairing courses.

SPECIFICATIONS
AREA: 100 sq m

SEATING: 40
VIDEOPROJECTOR and INTEGRATED AUDIO

FREE WI-FI
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5. OLD LABORATORY
How are the characteristics of a wine recognized and

described? In the fascinating surroundings of the old

laboratory, resonating with secret formulas and

tradition, our Ambassadors lead small groups in blind

tasting sessions. Sampling from specially darkened

glasses, experts show how the organoleptic

characteristics of the products can be compared, 

using only taste and smell, because wine making

combines the craftsman’s skill, heightened senses, 

and attention to nuance. 

SPECIFICATIONS
AREA: 40 sq m

15 STATIONS for BLIND TASTING CLASSES
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6. MONDO MARTINI
How did the name Martini come to be synonymous

with aperitif? The answer is found in Mondo Martini,

Martini & Rossi’s company museum. This exciting

interactive exhibition clearly sets out the epic story of

the founders through displays of the earliest bottles

and thousands of objects and documents from this

pioneering company. This cross-section of a story,

Italian and at the same time international, embraces

economics, culture, society and manners. A real journey

through time, with an eye to the future.

SPECIFICATIONS
AREA: 500 sq m

GROUPS: up to 40 PEOPLE
1 CINEMA ROOM 

6 MULTIMEDIA KIOSKS
FREE WI-FI
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The old exposed-brick cellars house one of the world’s

most important collections relating to the history of

wine-making. This extraordinary heritage consists of

over 600 objects, from the ancient Greco-Roman world

up to the middle of the last century: over 2000 years of

wine history through objects of incredible beauty and

value. The collection is one of the destinations on

Piedmont’s museum circuit, and is housed in 15 rooms.

Guided tours can be arranged. Spacious and compelling,

the museum can also host receptions and events.

7. WINE HISTORY MUSEUM 

SPECIFICATIONS
AREA: 1.500 sq m

MAXIMUM CAPACITY: 150 PEOPLE
GROUPS: up to 40 PEOPLE
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8. MARTINI STORE
It is hard to resist the appeal of a Martini designer

article. So for anyone who loves shopping, a visit to the

CASA MARTINI Store is a must. A huge range of items,

accessories and clothing with the Martini and Martini

Racing labels: hundreds of articles, unavailable

elsewhere and much sought-after by collectors. 

Also on sale are products from the Pessione facility

itself and books relating to the Martini museums. 

SPECIFICATIONS
AREA: 100 sq m
ARTICLES: 300
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INFORMATION

Address
CASA MARTINI 
c/o Stabilimento Martini & Rossi
Piazza Luigi Rossi, 2
10023, Pessione di Chieri (Torino)

Contacts
Tel.: 011.94191 (reception)
Fax: 011.9419324
Email: casamartini@bacardi.com
Web: www.visitcasamartini.com

Martini Museums
Open: Mon - Fri 09:00 - 18:00
Sat - Sun 10:00 - 18:00
Last entrance at 17:00
Closed: two central weeks of august,
25th-26th december, 1st january.

Museum Visits
Discover the Self Tour with
audioguide and tasting or book a
Guided Tour (including an aperitif) 

for groups of more than 10.

Tours are in Italian or English 
(other languages by prior 
arrangement).

Martini Museums are equipped for
disabled access. 
Contact us so we can help you plan
your visit.

Bar Academy Courses
For information on the prices of 
the "Mixology Class" and "Make
Your Own Vermouth Programme"
contact CASA MARTINI.

Terrazza and Lounge Bar
For price information on the hire of
these areas contact CASA MARTINI.

Parking
There is a large parking area on the
road to Riva presso Chieri, about 
80 metres from the main entrance.

GETTING THERE
Pessione di Chieri is about 15 km
from Turin, about 30-40 minutes
by car or 30 minutes by train on the
Turin-Genoa line (trains approx.
every hour during daytime). 

CASA MARTINI is one of the
destinations on the Piedmont
Region’s food, wine and art tour
circuits.

Link to Google Maps

http://goo.gl/maps/PuIX5


www.visitcasamartini.com

casamartini@bacardi.com

ENJOY MARTINI®

RESPONSIBLY
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